Release Notes: Version 4.4.07
FASTSTUDENT
Case: 37231 Employee College and Department assignment report
New reporting page has been created and placed under the Faculty menu item. This report will allow for reporting on College and
Department security assignments made in Banner.

Case: 37472 Transfer Course Detail Report- New Search Filter for transfer institution
A new "Transfer Institution" search box filter has been added to the Transfer Course Detail Report.

Case: 37473 Add Degree and Student attribute to All Registration Records reporting page
Degree code and description, as well as Attributes codes, have been added as both columns and filters to the All Registration
Records report.

Case: 37498 Add Confidential and Deceased indicators to the Student warehouse and add to reports
Confidential and Deceased Indicator fields have been added to all student reports which contain individual student information.
Additionally, '(DECEASED)' has been added to the last name for deceased individuals.
Optionally hide or display two new columns via Administration tab of reports.
Technical Note: Deceased and Confidential Ind have been added to SYNID_TO_NAME warehouse table.

Case: 37516 Add Veteran Indicator and File Number to Student Info table
Veteran indicator and file number fields have been added to the Student Info warehouse table and are now displayed on the
General Student report.

Case: 37552 Add Resident Description to the General Student Information report
Residency Description has been added to the General Student report. This column is deselected by default but can be enabled
from the Advanced Options tab.

Case: 37553 Add Sport and Athletic Aid indicator to General Student page
New 'Sport Participation' and 'Athletic Aid' columns added to the General Student Info report. To display, update column settings
via the 'Administration'.
Sport Participation filter also available.
Note: Athletic Aid indicator is populated based on information within the sport forms in student module of ERP; not Financial Aid
module.

Case: 37574 Add Credit Hours to Enrollment Summary report
Credit Hours has been made available on the Enrollment Summary report.
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Case: 37713 Add drill-downs from Aged AR report to account detail
Drilldown hyperlinks added from Student Aged AR report to Student Account Balance report, enabling review of dollar values in
each "Aging Category" (0-30 days, 30-60 days, etc.). Logic behind aging categories modified slightly to calculate aged
categories based on effective date. Previously, it had been calculating aged category based on 30 days past effective date.
Additionally, filters added to allow querying based on aging category. For example, you can now filter on all accounts with more
than $1000 past due for more than 90 days.
Aging Category filter also now exists on the Student Account Balance report.
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Global Changes That Affect All Applications
Case: 36527 Ability to grant access to a baseline object to another FAST application
Under the Query Builder menu we've replaced the "Query Object Access" screen with a new option named "Internal Object
Access."
The old access screen would allow administrators to select which objects could be used by the query builder, but only within the
bounds of the selected application (there was just a checkbox that could be ticked on or off).
The new access screen allows administrators to grant cross-module access to objects (by selecting one or more applications
from a popup).
For example, if you wanted to write a query in the Budget query builder that uses a Finance object, or a query in the Finance
query builder that uses an HR object, etc, you can now do this.

Case: 36989 Button to convert a custom report to use a stored procedure
Added the ability to convert a custom report from using a custom query to use a stored procedure instead.
Note: this is a highly technical feature that should only be used if you have the ability to directly log in to the FAST database, you
have a development tool such as TOAD or SQL Developer, and you have the knowledge/experience/confidence to modify
PL/SQL code. Once a report is converted to use a stored procedure it cannot be undone through the front end application.
- Added new "SP" column to the Manage Custom Reports screen. This indicates whether a custom report uses a custom stored
procedure or a custom query.
- If the report uses a custom query a + icon will appear in the SP column. Clicking this will pop up a dialog explaining the process
and why you would want to do this. If you proceed the system will then take the query that the report is based off and attempt to
run it with the base connection string. If it succeeds a stored procedure will be created for you in the FASTCLIENT schema.
- When a report uses a stored procedure the SP column will show a download icon. Hovering your mouse cursor over this icon
will tell you the name of the procedure that was created. Clicking this will allow you to download the procedure to a proprietary file
and upload it to another FAST instance.
- When a report uses a stored procedure the pencil icon in edit column will be replaced with an info icon. Hovering over this will
explain that the report is based off a stored procedure and cannot be edited this way anymore. It will also display the name of the
stored procedure that the report uses.

Case: 37247 Column Sorting IE11
Column Sort Order control on the Advanced Options tab no longer removes all the columns from the list when running in Internet
Explorer 11 and adding or removing a sort column.

Case: 37266 Case sensitive - Datagrid Admin
The "Header Text" filter on the Datagrid Administration screen is no longer case sensitive.

Case: 37305 Additional validation for table builder for reserved keywords
Case 33071 in version 4.4.02 added reserved words validation when creating/updating custom tables to prevent certain
unallowable column names, for example SELECT, FROM, TABLE, WHERE, NUMBER, etc.
This case adds a few more reserved words to the list that we validate against. For a full list see the online help documentation.
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Case: 37322 DataEntry - carriage return issue
Fixed an issue with multi line textbox inputs on data entry pages when carriage returns are entered.

Case: 37488 Update the email control to capture application and page name
When logging outgoing email messages, we now capture the application and page that the email was sent from.

Case: 37494 Export to Excel with COUNT() applied to date column
Fixed export to Excel with COUNT() applied to date column.

Case: 37571 Error Exporting to PDF from Dashboard with Filter applied
Fixed a bug when exporting a datagrid to a PDF from a dashboard that has a filter applied. The export was returning all the
unfiltered data, but will now correctly apply the filter first.

Case: 37757 Roll back Case 37099 from 4.4.06: Crosstab with COUNT
Case 37099 in version 4.4.06 did not work correctly and had to be rolled back. This case 37757 was also back ported via patch
4.4.06.04.
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